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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I stated before, today I will be presenting an abbreviated version of Intro to Position Management.    



  
New Concept 
 
What is Position Management? 
 
What is a position?  What is a job? 

Position Management 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Position Management is a whole new concept that is being introduced to us from Oracle.  Position Management is the organization of a university’s structure that enables us to add and maintain positions and budgets and allows for creating organizational reports.Position Management helps us organize our staffing needs and helps us facilitate the hiring of new personnel.  It helps us manage our staff in a whole new way…Let’s look at the difference between a position and a job… 



Position 
  
  
 Specific occurrence of one 

organizational designation 
within the University 
structure 

 
Vacant  
HEO 

Position  Number 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Position is a slot, an organizational designation.  A Position has security access tied to it—for example, a manager would have different access than a college assistant.One Person may hold more than one Position—such as, a full-time faculty professor could also hold an adjunct position.A Position has a number and budget attached to it and reports to someone and may have direct reports.  A position can also be re-used and re-assigned.  If you visualize a position as a seat—you can then imagine when someone moves out of the seat, it will become vacant.  You can also imagine that two people cannot sit in one seat.



Position Tree  
Jane Smith  

Vice President 

Liz Roberts 
Associate Director  

HEA 

John Jones 
Assistant Director 

HEa 

Cathy James 
Coordinator 

aHEO 

Vacant 
HEO 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 As you can see the vacant seat from the prior slide fits into the position tree or as we know it as organizational chart.  



Job 

 
 

 

       Daily  
      responsibilities 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Job, on the other hand, is the daily responsibilities.  It is what you do—it does not hold security access and only one job may be tied to a Position at one time.  A Job has a job code attached to it and can be grouped and classified.  In other words, there are job code groups or families, such as Continuing Education group/family and Student Affairs group/family.



Position vs Job 
 

POSITION 
 

JOB 

•A slot, an organizational 
designation 

•Daily responsibilities, 
what you do 

•Has security access tied 
to it 

•Does not hold security 
access 

•One person may hold 
more than one Position 

•Only one Job may be  
tied to a Position at one 
time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can clearly see the differences between a Position and Job



Position Management  

Position Requests 
 
  Determine Need 
  Review Existing Jobs 
  Enter/Submit Request 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a Manager you will be able to request new positions, change positions and update your employees positions.  You will determine your position needs in your departments based on vacancies or new positions.  Review existing jobs and enter and submit requests to Human Resources accordingly.	



Position Request Workflow 

Manager 
enters 

position 
request  

HR 
reviews 

and 
approves 
or denies  
position 
request  

Budget  
reviews 

and  
approves 

or  
pushes 

back 
   

HR and 
Hiring 

Manger 
receive 
position  
number 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the workflow from the manager requesting the position to Human Resources reviewing and then approving or denying the request.  If approved it moves to Budget for review and approval.  If there is an issue, Budget will push it back to HR.If Budget approves, Human Resources will receive the position number and the manager will receive a notification at the same time.
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Benefits of Position Management 

Business process that organizes staffing  
Facilitates the hiring of new personnel 
Helps to manage staff  
Allows for reporting  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, the benefits of Position Management is that it is a business process that organizes staffing.Facilitates the hiring of new staffHelps to manage existing staffAnd, as was mentioned before, allows for reporting



DEMO 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Request New Position Info:Organizational Development, New/Change PositionCreate newDate—12/1/09Position—400170 (HR Dir)Reports to—Diane Darcy Exec AdvisorDept—80174 (Human Resources Operations)Comments—Jane Smith, HEO eff. 12/1/09 @ a salary of $75,000Change of Position Info: Linda Harris to HR DirOrganizational Development/New/Change PositionRequest existing valueOpen window, go to job data, copy and pasteChange job code to HR Dir
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